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Discrimination suit against 10 MAC schools dropped
by Diane Rado
atalf reporter

The lawsuit filed last February against the University and nine other MidAmerican Conference schools charged with discriminating against their
women coaches was dismissed last Thursday by the U.S. District Court of Northern Illinois.
Edward Diedrich of DeKalb, 111., was ordered to reimburse the conference,
its commissioner and all MAC schools for expenses and attorneys fees.
Diedrich was representing Alice Textor, Northern Illinois University basketball and tennis coach who filed the suit.
The amount of the reimbursement could be about $100,000, said Myron
Chenault, associate vice president, legal, staff and contract relations.

COSTS INCURRED by Chenault and John Mattimoe, special legal council to
the University, were about $5,000, Chenault estimated.
Mattimoe said that all attorneys representing MAC schools must submit an
estimate of their expenses to the district court by Oct. 20. The court then will set
an amount that Diedrich must pay.
Although MAC schools were dismissed from the suit, the case still is pending
against NIU and other state institutions in Illinois.
The court decided that it did not have jurisdiction over any schools except
NIU, Mattimoe explained.

similar suit against Illinois State institutions had played in all the schools listed
in the suits.
"They talked to some coaches in and out of the conference," he added.
Both suits alleged that women coaches at the schools were paid lower annual
salaries and were given fewer fringe benefits and fewer advantageous working
conditions than their male co-workers.
THE CASE was first discussed a couple of years ago, Textor said, when an
"accumulation of incidents occurred" dealing with what she felt was
discrimination.
"I still feel there is some discrimination at MAC schools," she said.
ALSO, THE court ruled that Textor was not a proper party to bring action
Textor added that she has visited the University three times while coaching
against MAC schools, because she was not employed by any of them, he said. basketball.
continued on page 5
But Diedrich said Textor and two other women coaches at NIU who filed a

Column
one
SGA to hold
first meeting today
The Student Government
Association will hold its first
meeting of the year today at 8
p.m. in the McFall Center
Assembly Room. The agenda
includes discussion of an election to choose the at-large student representatives to the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations, and discussion
of programs for this year.
The meeting is open to the
public.

Leafing through
the selection
Linda Paddock, a senior
marketing major, looks at the
hanging plants at the Plant Fair
on the second floor of the
Union. The Plant Fair was sponsored by UAO and the Green Circle plant company out of
Cleveland. Wednesday will be
the last day of the fair.

Reagan to speak
in Lima Oct. 15
Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan will
speak at a rally in Lima Oct.
15.
The rally will be held in the
town square at noon and is free
and open to all. Persons interested in attending can call
Republican headquarters at
354-1768 for more information.

staff photo by Mark Oberst
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Promises help for unemployed steelworkers, miners

Opinion
Dr. Edward Shuck, the director of international studies,
writes a reply to a recent
criticism that the University is
racist. Page 2.

Weather
Increasing cloudiness. High
72 F (22 C), low 46 F (8 C),
20-percent chance of precipitation.

Reagan campaigns at rally in Steubenville
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio (AP) Reagan, at the same time, took a
Ronald Reagan promised programs sharp jab at Carter's hints that
and policies to put unemployed Reagan would lead the nation into a
steelworkers and coal miners back to nuclear war.
"President Carter also has said that
work at a rally in downtown Steubenville yesterday.
I will destroy the Social Security
Before a cheering crowd of 1,500, system. I guess that would come betthe Republican presidential candidate ween some of the nuclear wars I am
charged that President Carter has supposed to start," Reagan said.
broken his promises and should be
THE FORMER California governor
turned out of office.
referred to comments by Carter on

Monday in which the president im- Protection Agency had imposed
plied that a Reagan presidency would regulations on the steel and coal individe the nation and lead it into war. dustries which greatly increased their
The mostly friendly crowd was costs and forced many employers out
more interested in what Reagan had of business.
Reagan said that if elected, he
to say about jobs and the economy, the
No. 1 concern in the economically would put an end to over-regulation.
"WE CAN put 22,000 coal miners
troubled Ohio Valley. Without being
specific, he blamed much of the pro- back to work and still have a safe enblem on government over-regulation. vironment," he said, referring apHe said the federal Environmental parently to the number of miners out

of work across the nation.
There are about 4,000 laid-off
miners in District 6 of the United Mine
Workers union, which includes Ohio.
Reagan also said that despite
Carter's description of current
economic problems as a recession, "I
refer to this as a depression."
He said it is difficult to talk about
recovery when people have lost their
jobs.

Freshmen ACT scores Sociology prof recalls his escape to freedom
on the increase here
by Lisa Bowers
staff reporter

by Kim Van Wart
staff reporter

The University is attracting more "academically conscious" students, as
reflected by higher American College Test scores in the freshman class.
This rise in test scores is creating a "higher percentage of high quality
students at the University," Dr. Michael Marsden, University coordinator of
undergraduate recruiting, said.
The composite score on the ACT for University freshmen has risen in the last
few years. In 1978-79, the composite score was 20.1; in 1979-80,20.3 and this year
the score is expected to surpass 20.4, according to Marsden.
Nationally, the mean composite score has remained stable, noted Thomas
Colaner, ACT regional director. The score was 18.5 in 1977-78,18.6 in 1978-79 and
18.5 in 1979-80. The composite state score has been 19.1 for the last three years,
he added.
A MAJORITY of students entering the University have ACT scores in the upper half, or in the 21-36 range, Marsden said.
"This hasn't been the case in quite a while,' he said, adding that the goal is for
one-fifth of the entering class to have ACT scores from 26-36.
"It may take a while, but it is certainly attainable," he said.
He stressed, however, that the ACT is only one criterion used in admitting
students to the University. Class ranking in high school and grade point
averages also make up an admissions formula. The weight of these criteria is
based on the performance of University students in previous years, noted John
Martin, director of admissions.
"These are three of 27 factors we could have used," he said. "They are the
most reliable and can help us predict future grade point averages at the University."
ALTHOUGH "no one criterion can predict college success, the ACT is a good
indicator," added Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for planning and
budgeting. "High scores on the test suggest student capability," he explained.
The main reason for an increase in ACT test scores among University
freshmen is "academic" promotion, Marsden said.
continued on page 6

The small attic that Lajos Vincze
lived in for several days was a harbor from Russian soldiers. He was
a Hungarian refugee waiting to be
smuggled across the Austrian
border, a scholar trying to escape
the Iron Curtain.
World War II ruined his
homeland, destroyed lives and
humiliated his people. The
associate professor of sociology
recalls those days of terror with
emotion.
"The Russians destroyed
everything. They raped women,
even old women, and ruined
homes. Many people committed
suicide - some of them my
relatives," he said.
"Russians would take people
from the streets, put them into
railroad wagons and take them to
Russia. Some returned and some
never did.
"I KNEW A professor at one of
the colleges who was taken by the
Russians from the dining hall at
school. He never returned," Vincze
recalled.
Vincze, originally from Transylvania (a northern province of
Romania), said he secretly lived in
coal mines for several weeks
before he decided the only way to
escape the communist reign of terror was to cross the border into the
British zone. But he knew it would
not be easy for him or his wife.

staff photo by Dale Omorl

Lajos Vincze

"At that time many people were
trying to cross the border, so the
area was heavily loaded with
soldiers. Anyone who entered the
200-meter area near the border was
shot without warning."
"Everyday the newspapers
published accounts of how many
people were killed in one night I
guess we were just lucky to get

across the border into Austria," he
said.
"I MET A man who was
systematically smuggling people
into the British zone. I paid him 500
florins (about $50) and we waited in
the attic of his house until he came
for us. We only traveled at night
and never along the roads.

"We went through streams,
vineyards and forests and finally
crossed into the British zone. But
then I thought, 'What can I do
now?' he recalled, shaking his
head. "We were put into a refugee
camp where we had practically
nothing. We slept on the cold floor
and the food...only soup."
continued on page 6
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Shuck: It's a time for cooler heads, not shouting
Dr. Robert Perry, director of the
Student Development Program, according to The BG News of Oct 3,
"shouted" to listeners on the evening
of Oct. 2 that "Bowling Green State
University is a racist institution."
The positive, unusually creative given the depth of the problem - even
unique efforts in this country to
ameliorate unfortunate gulfs which
here, as in all other areas of the world,
encourage hostility between selfidentified ethnic groups, deserve
more public gratitude. And much
credit is due in this area to the administration of the University.
It is massive distortion of any
reasonable value system in this society when a university environment
supports efforts to cut aside selfidentified miniorities from the body
politic and provide machinery for
abrasive conflict rather than for
thoughtful communication among
peers on campus.
In a well-meaning effort to respond
to complaints of intergroup alienation
in our society and campus, this
University has set aside a considerable amount of money to (1)

Focus
L. Edward Shuck Jr.
director. International studies

carry on remedial secondary school
activities for those who are identified
- virtually entirely on the basis of skin
color or linguistic background - as
"disadvantaged," (2) to support selfidentified Black and Hispanic social
organizations which press for special
funding to strengthen group selfimages as hyphenated Americans and
(3) carry out the spirit and letter of
Affirmative Action Plan.
THESE EFFORTS are most tricky,
and I suggest dangerous in the long
run. Down the road, at some
reasonable time in the near future, we
shall have to re-energize the process
of maturation of a society composed
of un-hyphenated Americans, secure
in a national culture with its
pluralistic nature contributing a
richness from which we all benefit

without fighting among ourselves.
Americans will continue to be compelled by common sense to enjoy the
culturally unifying and economically
advantageous fact of our national
language - American English.
Our legal structure is focused on the
development of a non-racial
individual-centered community, with
reasonable diversity or deviation
from consensual norms respected and
protected.
The fruition of these admirable
goals is inhibited by the catering to
special treatment, written into law,
for self-identified hyphenated groups
emphasizing differences from these
norms.
Our-hoped-for fusion of diverse
peoples living cooperatively as individuals respecting, while benefitting from the concept of juridical
equality, is our great strength as an
evolving national entity.
IN TERMS of shortage of selfidentified minority faculty and staff
members, surely Perry doesn't suggest that we go to a system of either
hiring faculty or granting admission
to the University on a quota basis,

possibly related to census data or pulled out of the air through political
negotiation? If that is the case, he
would invite not only injustice and inefficiency (since ability will be secondary
to
racio-linguistic
"qualifications"). He would threaten
us with an ominous invitation to
White/ Anglo backlash, which we can
certainly do without.
I say this to urge that leaders such
as Perry consider moving together
jointly to work over these matters of
racio-linguistic alienation which are
obviously a (hopefully) temporary
part of our University life, as it is a
part of communal life in our larger
American society, but to do so in a
non-abrasive and constructive manEncouraging feelings of alienation on the part of any human being,
regardless of skin color or preferred
language of the home - toward those
who have more obvious differences
from themselves in personal appearance or life style is an evil, and
itself must be censured.
Little of lasting benefit can be accomplished by shouting matches. For

all of us this is a search for understanding and the development of consensual attitudes and forms of selfrestraint and for self-regulation.
Short-term "success" evolving
from threats of disruptive activity by
self-identified minority groups should
not be confused with long-term progress in the retirement of those widely
recognized anamolies in our ways of
living together and communicating as
individuals.

generations of Americans.
This is not to make any pollyanish
statement that racial animosities are
absent or of little significance on this
campus, and in this society. It is
rather to suggest prompt and longoverdue efforts to lay these sources of
tension and misunderstanding on the
table and identify them with precision
and with much more goodwill. We
must talk over these gulfs, gulfs not so
wide that we have to shout at one
another.

WE NEED intergroup work to use
the University environment to bring
This is no time to mouth incendiary
understanding, and not to prolong or words like "racism" without botherto encourage cultural arrogance or ing to dissect the word or to explain
continued warfare by which a series one's meaning with care and poise.
of self-identified ethnic minorities de- Nor is it time to stir up "Black
mand ever larger chunks of public power," "Chicano power," or to encourage consequential "White-Anglo"
funds.
counter-hostility. This is dangerous,
Through centuries universities have irresponsible and anathema on a
contributed immensely to maturing a university campus, of all places.
sense of common humanity. In our
century, academia must bear responLET'S LAY off the hyperbole, Bob,
sibility to strengthen feelings of and do some calm planning in mature
shared goals and joint purpose among dialogue, in a mood of mutual respect
individual Americans, and to identify We're all in the same boat, and we
a common destiny and certainly a need a crew mentality to hold the
shared social obligation for rising thing on course.

Opinion.
Autos are Detroit's
'Iranian students, unite -- and please go home!'
own worst advertising
For some time now, automobile manufacturers in
Detroit have been moaning and griping about the
slump in sales, citing Japanese imports as the main
reason.
But there's more to the problem of Americans' waning
love for the American car.
Let's face it, the American car just is not what it used to
be. It used to be the elite of the world; the car was the best
representation of American productivity and workmanship
that could be bought.
That reputation, however, has gone down the drain. Cars
either fall apart in a short period of time, or they come
from the factory already scratched, dented and not running smoothly. The cars of the "Big Four" have become
their own worst advertising.
There's irony - almost poetic justice - in all this
economic mess. The auto industry expanded under a cry
for free enterprise, less government interference and a
need for healthy competition.
But something is wrong now. American producers are no
longer the king of the economic jungle, and when they are
faced with hard times - partly because of their own unwillingness to give the American consumers what they want they cry out for import duties or any other measure to stifle
the tide of foreign imports.
We can sympathize with the unemployed auto, steel and
rubber workers. Many of our family members are in industries closely related to the woes facing Detroit, and it's
an uncomfortable feeling.
But it boils down to the inability of the big shots in Detroit
to plan and produce for Americans. It's easy to lay the
blame on someone else, but admirable to accept at least
some of the fault and work to correct the problems.
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WASHINGTON - Every time
something happens in Iran, the Iranian students in the United States
seem to come out of the woodwork, or
wherever they live, protesting alleged
American involvement, screaming
oaths against the U.S. president, and
screwing up the traffic something
awful.
This is, of course, perfectly legal,
but it does go against the grain of
many Americans who feel that the
streets could be better used during the
rush hour than for pro-Khomeini
demonstrations.
As a defender of free speech, I cannot call for any group to be banned
from parading and shouting. But it
seems to me that with Iran at war, the
students could do so much more good
if they went home and defended their
country.
From what one can see, the Iranian
students have tremendous spirit.
Their talents seem wasted in the
United States, yelling at the top of
their lungs about all the terrible
things that are being done to them.
These people would make marvelous
soldiers in Bani-Sadr's army, and
could really play an important part in
repulsing the satanic forces which are
trying to overrun their country.
INSTEAD of lying down in the
streets of Washington trying to stop

ll.»^l^»teu*«.*^^*'0*'•

Focus

Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

our buses, they could throw
themselves in front of the Iraqi tanks.
And instead of burning effigies of
President Carter, they could lob
grenades at the Iraqi soldiers who
have invaded their land.
Naturally, all of us here in the
United States would hate to see them
leave, but we would understand it if
they all packed up tomorrow and left
for their homeland.
There might be financial problems
in the pro-Khomeini students getting
back. But I think this could be dealt
with by unfreezing some of the Iranian assets in this country, and providing them with free transportation
to Tehran.
Let no one make any mistake about
this proposal. No Iranian student
would be kicked out of the U.S. just
because he doesn't like it here. But we
should appeal to his patriotism. Instead of the American people looking
on with distaste as the students
demonstrate, we should urge them to

enlist in their own armed services and
go forth to fight their holy war where
it is taking place.
WE SHOULD make it perfectly
clear that we woulr love to have them
stay in America, but their protests are
falling on deaf ears here and they are
much more needed on the battlefield.
I would even hold a ticker tape parade
down Broadway as they marched off
to the troop ships which would take
them back to the land of their birth.
Many people to whom I have suggested my idea seem skeptical. They

say the Iranian students don't want to
go home.
But I don't believe it. I know every
pro-Khomeini student is dying to
leave the oppressive police state they
maintain we have over here. So I say,
"Iranian Students Unite and Go
Home. Your Country Needs You And Arrivederci, Gang. We'll Miss
You, But When You Gotta Go, You
Gotta Go."
(c) 1980, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

This is the year of the vigorous advocates
WASHINGTON - There are rather
good election campaigns going on out
there - once you get past Jimmy
Carter, Ronald Reagan and John B.
Anderson. In the contests for Senate
and House seats and the relatively few
governorships that are up this year,
there are genuine debates between
vigorous advocates of opposing views
and contenders with credentials for
the office they are seeking.
Because the presidency so totally and inappropriately - dominates the
political dialogue, even in a year when
the major contenders are saying
almost nothing, these other campaigns tend to be overshadowed. But
there are some things happening at
other levels of the ballot that are worthy of note.
The passage of power from the older
to the younger generation - still
stymied in the White House - is proceeding apace at the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue. Time is a
capricious master. While many voters
seem ready to start a novice 69-yearold in the presidency, those in New
York have turned wise and experienced 76-year-old Sen. Jacob Javits (R)
from a favorite for re-election into a
third-place contender on a minorparty line. Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman
(D), the person likely to replace him,
is 39.
At the other end of the country, Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D), 75, who has
represented Washington in Congress
since 1937, faces his toughest
challenge in decades from Atty. Gen.
Slade Gorton (R), a comparative
stripling of 52.
SEN. MILTON R Young (R) of
North Dakota, 82, is at last yielding
his seat to his intra-party rival, Rep.
Mark Andrews (R), 54, and Andrews
in turn may be replaced in the House
by Tax Commissioner Byron Dorgan

■^■^■■■■■■■■"■■■"■■■i

Focus
David Broder
syndicated columnist

(D), 38, a onetime anti-war activist
who is part of the national network of
populists and neighborhood
organizers.
North Dakota is not the only state
where retirements have created opportunities for younger politicians
who have been eager to take on
greater responsibilities. The same
thing has happened, with Senate seats
in Connecticut, Illinois, Oklahoma
and Pennsylvania - though skeptics
can properly wonder whether the
replacements in any of those states
will match the quality of the retirees.
In the House, the probable pattern is
one of stability - not change - and
that is welcome. There are only 43
open seats, where the incumbents are
retiring, running for other office or
were defeated in primaries. The
10-percent vacancy rate is the lowest
in recent years.
DOONESBURY
MAYI
SPEAK TO
J.J.CAUOJS,

-vfAKitr,

While several senior House
Democrats like John Brademas of Indiana, Morris K. Udall of Arizona and
Bob Eckhardt of Texas face unusually
stiff challenges, in general the reelection prospects for both Democrats
and Republicans who were first
elected in the 1970s appear excellent
in this first election of the 1980s.

The other week, I heard
h
Rep. Chris
Dodd (D) and ex-Sen. Jim Buckley
(R) present an exceptionally skillful
and civil definition of their contrasting energy and economic policies
in Connecticut.
IOWANS HAVE had a slam-bang
series of debates between Sen. John
Culver (D) and his challenger. Rep.
Charles Grassley (R). In Colorado,
Sen. Gary Hart (D) has agreed to
several debates with his opponent,
Secretary of State Mary Estill
Buchanan (R). And in Oregon, Sen
Bob Pack wood (R) is doing the same
thing with state Sen. Ted Kulongoski
(D).
In almost all these races, the choice
for voters is not betwwen the lesser of
two evils but between rivals who seem
fully qualified by temperament, age
and experience for the job.
Many of the best of the new candidates this year are women, and
some of them - like Lynn Martin (R)
in Illinois' 16th District and Lynn
Cutler (D) In Iowa's 3rd District, are
waging their contests with a vigor and
skill you wish could be transfused into
the lackluster presidential race.

THAT STABILITY is welcome,
because the high turnover rate in the
House in the elections of the 1970s and the prospect of another wholesale
reshuffling following redistricting in
1982 - have made the House quirky,
nervous and unpredictable.
The political security that junior
members will gain from having one
more election safely under their belts
should make it somewhat easier for
them to accept the discipline and
responsibility of facing up to the hard
legislative choices many of them have
been inclined to finesse in their first
few sessions.
Meantime the congressional and
senatorial candidates in many
districts and states are providing the
kind of stimulating debate that has
been so conspicuously missing in the
presidential contest.
(c) 1980, The Washington Post Co.

by Garry Trudeau
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} Wolven heads move to
reorganize publications
by Lisa Bowers
stall reporter

A man who runs six miles a day, enjoys writing poetry and has a long list of
credentials has been placed in the foreground of the move to reorganize University student publications.
Fred Wolven - an experienced publisher, editor, journalist and college instructor - was selected as director of student publications last summer by a
newly appointed University Board of Student Publications. The board supervises the establishment, publication and distribution of each student publication (The BG News, The Key, The Obsidian, The Gavel and Syzygy).
"My role as director is a combination of several things," Wolven said. "I am
a business and editorial adviser, a budget administrator and will give any
assistance that is needed to help students turn out quality publications that they
can be pleased with.
"I never intend to become a censor of any sort. It is my impression and the
board's desire that publications remain independent student publications," he
said.
WOLVEN SAID he hopes to coordinate the efforts of the student publications
to establish more effective communication among them. The sharing of ideas
among the editors can help the publications make a greater impact on campus,
he added.
Wolven said he has specific ideas for some of the publications - namely
Syzygy, The Obsidian and The Gavel.
One idea is to develop a magazine related to The BG News Revue (last year's
weekly entertainment supplement) to replace Syzygy. The other is to create a
city magazine. Wolven said proposals for a new magazine will be submitted to
the board.

Fred Wolven

Briefs.
Prairie Margins meeting

Management Club meeting

Those interested in working on the undergraduate literary magazine
Prairie Margins should attend a meeting today at 7:45 p.m. in 106A Hanna
Hall.

The Management Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 114 Business Administration Bldg. to hold elections and discuss future events.

Gay Union will meet

Clarification
Former Resident Student Association president, Doug Thomas, inadvertently was paraphrased out of context in a story in yesterday's News.
Thomas intended to say the Student Government Association is upset with
having to run a campus-wide election for undergraduate and graduate seats
to the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations because the election
process set up by the ad hoc committee studying ACFGA's membership does
not include all the groups represented in ACGFA this year.

The Bowling Green Gay Union will meet today at 8 p.m. in the Taft Room,
Union. Students, faculty and staff at the University who are gay or pro-gay
are invited to attend.

Graduation forms due Oct. 10
Seniors graduating in December must turn in applications for graduation
by Oct. 10. Applications are available at the Office of Registration and
Records and should be turned in to that office.

Advertising Club to meet

Flying Club will meet

The Advertising Club will hold an organizational meeting for members or
other interested people today at 7:30 p.m. in 113 Business Administration
Bldg.

The University Flying Club will meet today at8:30p.m.inl00 Business Administration Bldg. to discuss flying competition at Ohio State University.
The meeting is open to all.

®,

Levi's for juniors
California Straights

Our most
popular basic
style in 100%
cotton, indigo
blue, 5 pockets
and Western all
the way! Your
closet always
has room for
another pair of
Levi's® . . . your
favorite forever!
Sizes 5-13.
$21.99.

Shop Lasalle's
Monday, Thursday
and Friday 9:40 to 9,
other weekdays 9:45
to 5:30. Lasalle's
welcomes The
American Express®

Card.

LASALLE-S

WOLVEN IS working with editor Larry Boyd of the minority newspaper, The
Obsidian, to develop the Obsidian staff as writers and editors and to increase
advertising revenue so the paper can expand.
"It is a unique publication which can have a larger impact on the University
than it has had in the past," Wolven said. "We are working to expand the
newspaper's coverage and we are also taking a look at the format."
The Gavel, the greek newspaper, is not staffed with experienced journalism
students, Wolven said, noting that he wants to help develop an experienced staff
and that he thinks the newspaper "can communicate to the University as a
whole."
The intent of the publications board is for The BG News to become as selfsufficient as possible in the next two years, he said.
HE SAID he would like to see the News expand its coverage and increase its
effort to recruit minority staff members.
Wolven said he will critique the various publications and oversee their
budgets. He noted that he does not serve as publisher of the publications,
although his duties are similar to that of a publisher.
"I will offer advice, but it will be the editors who make the decisions. I am
strictly an editorial adviser and will be available for any and all questions.
"This is the only way to have an independent student publication. If I were a
publisher it would be different, but that was not what I was hired for," Wolven
said.
Wolven, formerly of Ann Arbor, Mich., taught a wide range of journalism
courses for 14 years and advised college student publications. He was an editorpublisher of Ann Arbor Review (national journal of writing and arts) and
editor-publisher of a county newspaper in Michigan.

Look for The News' coverage from Columbus
of presidential candidate John Anderson
in tomorrow's issue.

TASTE THE BEER THAT OUTSELLS
MOLSON GOLDEN IN CANADA:
LABATTS.
Good news!
Labatt's, Canada's No 1 selling beer, is now imported to the U S
So, now it's easier to compare the taste of our Labatt's with the
brew of our friendly competitor
See what you think
We, like most other Canadians, prefer a bottle of Labatt's Beer
over a Golden
If we didn't, we'd likely be drinking Molson® instead—and we
certainly wouldn't be running this ad

THINK OF CANADA
THINK OF LABATTS
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Theme for Homecoming
to be Falcon Frenzy
Falcon Frenzy, this year's
Homecoming theme, will kick off ao
tivities this week with senior
representative applications due by 5
p.m. today.
Campus elections for senior
representatives are held after private
interviews with each of the candidates. Faculty members and
students are chosen to conduct the interveiws. Elections will be held Oct.
15 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union
foyer.
Other traditional festivities will
begin after students cast their ballots
for senior representatives, said Nancy
Becker, University Activities
Organization Homecoming chairman.
A snake dance Oct.16. will begin at 7
p.m. in front of the Union and will
wind up at the stadium, followed by a
bonfire and pep rally with a sound
system provided, the evening will end
with a fireworks display at Lot L, near
the stadium
On Friday of Homecoming Week, a
special UAO Happy Hours will be held
from 2:30-5:30 p.m. in the Falcon's
Nest.
On Saturday, prior to the football
game against the Kent State golden
Flashes, three Firestone skydivers
will present the game ball and coin.
A Homecoming dinner will be sponsored by UAO at the Side Door, Union.
The menu choice will be chicken
breast supreme or baked ham. Each
dinner will include a salad, two
vegetables, beverage and dessert.
Students may make reservations by
calling the Homecoming Hotline at

372-2638. Reservations will be taken
until Oct. 16.
University organizations and
groups are invited to participate in a
banner and float contest. Banners
should be made on a twin-size bed
sheet and should reflect the
Homecoming theme or the Bowling
Green-Kent State football game. Banners must be hung at the stadium between 9 and 10 a.m. Oct. 18 to be judged Floats also should reflect the
Homecoming theme or football game.
All floats must be displayed at the
stadium between 9 and 10 a.m. Oct. 18.
Deadline for banner contest applications is Oct. 13, and Oct 15 for
float contest applications. Plaques
will be awarded to the top three winners in both contests.
Tickets for a UAO raffle of a dozen
roses will be available Oct. 13-17.
Tickets will be 25 cents each or five for
»•
A new Falcon Frenzy logo, designed
by Bruce Yunker, will be used to
represent the mascot in all sports instead of the outline of a falcon's head.

. 1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any large sub
flsk Foi It Wh*n Ordering

rPisanelb's
I^ZZQ

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER SUB
"EXPIRES OCTOBER 13. 1980 "]

«oo&s*sooooa COUPON OOSOSCOCCOK

DELTA GAMMA
WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE THEIR
NEW FALL PLEDGES
Charlotte Ballinger
Jackie Bannister
Nancy Beahm
Betsy Collier
Sandi Cheney
Lisa Fear
Veronica Gray
Jana Kuske
Sue Lamgan
Becky Newman
Janet Roman
Cathy Sellars
Sue Shary
Sheryl Shawler

by Steve Lee

F^iTt'At/'fVrf?
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Prof recognized for solar energy research

Mary Ellen Hackett
Tricla Henkel
Brenda Hejduk
Linda Jackson
Karen Jensen
Joan Jereb
Julie Knapper
Cathy Skidmore
Elise Stuewe
Sherry Stull
Lori Tenall
Beth Wagner
Mary Beth Ware
Kristen Wolken

WELCOME
ABOARD

Wrighton discussed the need for finding new ways to convert low energy
fuels into high energy sources. This process, however, is not without its
obstacles.
"Anything that absorbs the sun's light will only store that energy (in the
form of heat) for a short period of time," he said. "The trick, then, is to integrate a synthetic chemical 'circuit' into the natural system to enable us to
store and regulate the escaping energy for efficient and productive use."

Because it's not nice to fool Mother Nature, why not do as she does.
Dr. Mark Wrighton, an award-winning scientist from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, is doing just that by researching how solar energy
can be converted into chemical uses for more abundant and efficient fuel
sources.
Considered a pioneer in inorganic fuel research, Wrighton has conducted
studies with photochemistry which have led to the discovery of materials
that permit sustained electrolysis (energy-storage) in water using the sun's
light as the only souce of energy.
His research is founded on the principles of photosynthesis in green plants.
By imitating the action of chlorophyll in plants, Wrighton has devised a
system in which oxygen and hydrogen in water can be separated and sensitized to the sun's rays to chemically produce and store energy longer.

WRIGHTON DESCRIBED such "conspicuously abundant" resources like
water, carbon dioxide, oxygen and sand as possible new energy sources.
Wrighton said in trying to convert a relatively safe, low-energy fuel into an
unstable and combustible fuel, the natural tendency of the stored energy is to
be quickly released in the form of heat and/or an explosion. Wrighton's
system, called "semiconductor liquid interfaces," attempts to inhibit any
back reactions that might occur.

FOR HIS contributions to the field, Wrighton, 31, recently received the
American Chemical Society's 1981 Award in Pure Chemistry.
The award is given to an individual under 35 years of age who has
distinguished himself in pure scientific research.
"In 1975 we were stimulated into finding new solutions to this very immediate energy problem," Wrighton said in a lecture at the University Monday.

Predicting it may be about 20 years before his discovery can become
viable energy source, Wrighton said he is optimistic about his research and
the promises it holds for the world's future.
Using commercial airlines as an example, Wrighton stressed the need for
finding alternate natural energy sources. "It's not feasible to have a nuclearpowered commercial airplane," he said, "and I really don't think a rubber
band would do the trick."

Forensics team consistently places in top ten
Not many University teams place in
the top 10 in national competition.
But one University team has placed
in the top 10 in national competition
for the last four years. The Forensics
team recently added a third-place
finish - its best ever - in the National
Individual Events Championship this
last summer.
Dr. Raymond Yeager, former direc-

tor of forensics at the University, said
the team placed seventh in national
competition three years ago, fifth two
years ago, fourth last year and third
this year.
Yeager, who retired Aug. 1 after 30
years of teaching public speaking and
rhetoric forensics, said he feels confident the team will continue to improve.

'FALCON FRENZY'
HOMECOMING '80!

"I THINK THE team has a good
chance to move up because there are
many returning strengths and promising new recruits," he said.
This summer, 150 colleges competed at Montevallo College in Birmingham, Ala., In the national championship. About 1,000 students competed in events such as persuasion,
after dinner speaking, extem-

THE
COPT
SHOP
PRINTING &
TYPING SERVICES

ApplicATioNS FOR:

- ScNioR REPRESENTATIVE DUE OCT 8
- BANNER CONTEST
- FIOAT CONTEST

17
DUE OCT 17
DUE OCT

•RESUMES
•DATA SHEETS
•FLYERS t
POSTERS
•BUSINESS
CARDS
•RESEARCH
PAPERS
'WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS "FORMS

are available in the UAO office
3rd Floor Union
For more Info.
Call the Homecoming Hotline 2-2638

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9 a.m.-noon

BEER BLAST

352-4068
117V* E. Court

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 11
SPONSORED
BY ROYAL GREEN

poraneous speaking, informative
speaking, impromptu speaking, interpretation of pose and poetry and
dramatic dual.
At a separate competition held in
April, University graduate Mark
Rubright won the national championship in Extemporaneous Peace Speaking. Rubright is a student at the
University of Toledo Law School.

^•••••••••••••••••••^

CHARITY BOARD
NEEDS NEW MEMBERS J
APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED *
UP AT 405 STUDENT SERVICES*
AND MUST BE RETURNED BY J
OCTOBER 10
*
***-**-¥^*¥*¥¥****-***.*4

featuring

\&

JEANS

for Gals & Guys
Cords, Denim
Chino's, Jump Suits
Bibs, Painters

Jeans & Things
531 Ridge

352-8333

SIGN UP FOR ASPEN NOW!
ONLY 20 MORE SPACES AVAILABLE

8:00 P.M. --

FIRST DEPOSIT $125.00 - DUE NOW
SECOND DEPOSIT $100.00 - DUE OCT. 15

MIDNIGHT

NE COMMONS

MEETING OCT. 8 - 8:00 P.M.
210 MATH - SCIENCE DLDG\
*••••••••••••••••••••*•*••••••••■*»•

PRESENTS:
PROMISING
PLEASERS
TRY ONE.
JPPNO. 1) PLANT SALE
j
3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

J
J*

Grand Ballroom

Mon. Oct. 6- Wed. Oct. 8, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Be expressive - choose trom large selection

*
*

J PP No. 2) POLITICAL ANALYST to speak
if

Richard Reeves, "Lights, Camera...Politics"
Wed. Oct. 8, 8:00 p.m. In Grand Ballroom

]f
J

1 PP No. 3) PARACHUTING ADVENTURE}
*

*

We invite you to go take a leap
Sat. Oct. 11
Sign up now thru Fri. Oct. 10 in UAO office
$45 plus $5 transportation fee payable upon sign-up
Take the step you'll never forget
P.P.S. Sign-up for a U.A.OVS.R.C. Mini Course
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. now thru Fri. Oct. 10
UAO office, 3rd floor Union

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*•••*••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••*
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MAC suit

from page 1

At the University, there are some differences between
the salaries of men and women coaches, Carole Huston,
associate director of athletics, said.
SHE STRESSED, however, that the salaries are affected by differences in degrees, experience or length of
employment of the coaches.
Huston said the lawsuit came as a shock to her, because
she had never been contacted by Textor or dealt with her
personally.
Concerning the possibility of discrimination, Huston
said that she may have discussed it in "a casual type of
conversation" with University employers.
But she added, "We try to keep the conditions for our
people as equitable as possible."
"We don't have anything like that (discrimination)
here," Vern Smith, University of Toledo athletic director, said.
SMITH SAID he does not know what impact the
dismissal will have on the discrimination issue.

Salesperson of the week
f
\

Ray Szalay
Congratulations!

"The kind of documentation it was based on was not
relevant to the case," Smith said, referring to the fact
that the NIU coach was not employed at any MAC
schools.
Concerning a statement by Textor that she was
representing all women coaches in the suit, Chenault
said, "She's never been employed here - She can't represent the class unless she's a representative of the class."
"We are independent of all other schools; we make our
own hiring practices and policies, and no other schools
have imput into them, he added.
CHENAULT SAID the courts are now being flooded by
cases like the MAC lawsuit, which charge parties out of a
court's jurisdiction.
"The trend is that the courts will look hard at these kind
of cases," he said.
Although he admitted that the jurisdiction issue was
what was addressed in the ruling, Chenault said that
discrimination against women will not be ignored.
"I think that legitimate grievances that people have shall
be heard." he said.

FALCON FRENZY
HOMECOMING '80
Senior Representative
applications are due
Today
5:00 pm in the UAO office
For more information
call the
Homecoming Hotline
2-2638

Classifieds.
sportswear. Group rates for date

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

parties, dorms, fraternity 8.
soro/ity.
Low
Cost Fast
Delivery Call T.m 352 2769

To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
Under the new
policy, all individual
classifieds must be
prepaid. The deadline
for placing ads is 3
p.m., 2 days before
publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimum-approx. 25 spaces a
line
• Boldface 50 cents
extra
Phone 372-2601 for
further information.

Pre nursing or nursing students

LOST 4 FOUND

KENNY REEVES
LIVE AT THE APE HOUSE
THURSDAY AT » 00PM

Lost set of 3 keys on "LasCruces
New Mexico"leafher key chain
with turtle on one side. Lost Sat.
nlte. Please call 372 4000 or
3721105.
SERVICES WFHID
Address 8. stuff envelopes at
home. $800 per month possible
Otter, send St (refundable) to:
Triple "S", 869 Nil Juniper,
Pinon Hills. CA 92372.
PERSONALS
Disco O'Donnell: Happy Birth
day to a tall person in everyone's
eyes. But you're still shorter than
me /our telegram buddy LEW
FRANKEY CongralS on wlnn
Ing the National A.erk of Ex
cellence Award!!!! Boffo Job!
Love, SPJ

A PAA Proudly
Announces theii
new Officers

Amy Nelson—Rush
Cindy Mares-Publicity
Julie Heck-Alturism
Sue Debrason-Ritual
Michelle Gee-T-shirt&pictures
Julie Cornett-Asst. Treasure

Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rtc Center 2-1711.
The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha wish to thank the Alpha
Chi Omega's & the Phi Psi's for a
great time on Saturday.
Gamma Phi Actives, all you ac
fives sure went nutty when we
stole your "Body" Buddies
because we never let it leak, we
had a successful sneak. Love.
The- MoomttlnOT.
Brad Adams rocks with the
BEST Mondays 1-4 on WF AL 680
AM Tune In If you dare! 1
Customized

T-shirts.jerseys a.

The Brothers of Sigma Nu wish to
congratulate Dave Gladioux torwinning the ten-speed in our fourteenth annual Bttt* Marathon.

have questions or concerns about
your maior? The Student Nurse's

Big Jenny, You are a Gamma
Phi Big who really rates es
peclally during our talk which

Organization (SNO) may be able
to help. Call Barb at 352 0836

was absolutely great. Thanks tor
everything 8. have a super day.

Scuba classes now forming. Call
the Wee Center. 2 2711.

Much love^ Your Little

NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing
& housewares priced low. Open
Tues
104 it Fri
I 7 30 St
Aloysius School 2nd floor

Alpha Sigma Phi8, TKE: Wheel*
were rolling & kegs were tapped;
sure had a nice tea with these two
frats
Thanks! The Sisters of
Alpha Phi

Volunteer information Thursday
7:30pm. State Room, university

Scuba classes now forming. Call
Trie Pec Center. 2 2711.

Union.

Alpha Phi's a. Sigs. Friday's Ma
was mighty fine We hope it can
happen again sometime. Thanks
TKE .

BlgDebby: It started with a note
to Candee & then a candle pass
Ing in our family. Best of Luck
with Fred. Alpha Phi Love. Lil'
Planne.
Thanks DZ's for helping us with
rush. The Brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha
Ladles, unable to meet the
brothers last night? Don't
dlspair! Rush Alpha Sigma Phi
Lil Sis tomorrow night at 7:30.
Don't miss it or you'll have to
wait another year!!

Kib B.. We were shocked when
we saw you survive 19 & 20, Out
your 21st may put us away. Hap
py Birthday Barry 8. Scott.
Piko do you realize what that
rock means? No more VWs, no
more canoe trips or coffee table
dancing! But, we've still got
Dino's & our senior year Con
gratulations, now you really have
to learn how to drive Fred's
truck! Love Jeanie
SIGN-UP TODAY
The Key wants YOUin the 1981
Senior Section Call 3720086 for

•per
LOVE, KEY STAFF.
East Court Sportswear. The pro
fessionals tor all imprinted
Sportswear & custom screen
printing. We'll print on any surface. We also carry trophies &
plaques! We have LOW LOW
prices & quick courteous service!
117 E Court St 352 1097

Happy Birthday Chris l John.
Your
Lambda Chi Alpha

Gamma Phi Beta SWAT TEAM.
What's the matter with the way
you were running We could tell
that you lost your way hiding out
lor hours in bushes, only gave
you a slight delay. Even though
we had a few spills, you still
found us in Ottawa Hills. The
Moonshiners.
Alpha Xi s, Phi Psi's, The TKE's
are ready for a real Hay Day!
We hope you're as ready as we
are.
,
Congratulations Jan t, Craig on
your SAE pinning We wish you
all the happiness In the world.
Sigma Nu Greg, you were the
sugar in my tea, Friday night.
Thanks

for

sharing

all

the

dances. KD.
Kim Boddy Happy Jlst birthday,
trom Sig & all the boys. Try real
hard to have a good, day.
The Moonshiners struck early as
everyone did boast lor the Big Sis
Breakfast 8, the great trench
toast. Wake up girls! The Moon
shiners.
Lambda Chi Alpha rush Thurday
atN.E Commons. 7:30pm. All interested me welcomed,
Rick Gilson S. Kyle May want
your soul. They're on WFAL 8,
they know how to rock 8, roll
FASHION BUG
Have you been bugged yet?
Come over to Fashion Bug.

Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2-2711.

HEY KEITH Jll THANX FOR
THE PEGGING! WE KNEW
YOU COULD HANDLE ALL 4
OF US THE PERFECT IP'S.

BUSH RUSH RUSH
Lil Sisses of Alpha Sigma Phi
Oct. 7 8. 97:309:30pm Don't
Miss III 11

Dabby Pike: Congratulations on
your engagement to Fred
Eckhardl. Your sisters of Alpha
Ph[ wish yo<ithe best of luck! _
Scuba classes now forming. Call
Th» Bee Center, 2-2711,
Sigma Nu Brothers Thanks for a
great tea last Friday. We think
you are all first rate. Let's get
together again real soon The
Sisters of Kaooa Delta.
WANTED
1 F. rmte. House is close to campus. Your own room. Please call
352 1769
Building to store compact car on
of. time basis In BG area Call
352 2833 after 5:45cm
Grad. student looking for apt
Needs quiet. Call 372 2574 ext 17
Mwn l:»?:30M Fri

Brothers.

Good Luck today We're behind
you all the way. The Little
Sisters

Kenny Reeves LIVE 1111
Fresh from Milano's in Lima.
Thurs. at AEPi House 9pm.

MacEast Main Desk..,

To whoever took my cowboy hat
Satuday night from Kohl Hall
party, please return it!! Noques
tions asked White straw with
brown 6. tan band. Return to

HELP WANTED
Kitchen staff. Must be avail.
trom 3 9pm Apply In person.
Corner Kitchen 183 S. Main.
HIRING RN'S&LPN'Sfullorpt.
time 3 II 8. 11 7 Call Wood
County Nursing Home lor turther
detain). 153.8411
Dixie Electric Co. needs
waitresses a. cashiers for Fall
Qtr. Call 874 8649 for info.orapp
ly at Dixie.
interested in Geriatric Nursing?
Why not the Community Nursing
Home. Applications taken lor pt.
& lull time. 3 11 & II 7
Poe 352 7558

Address 8. stuff envelopes at
home S800 per month, possible.
Any age or location See ad under
Services Ottered Triple "S"
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round Europe, S.
Amer . Australia. Asia. Ex
penses paid. Sightseeing Free
Info Write: IJC Box52 OH3. Cor
ona Del Mar. CA 92625
FOR SALE
'74 Bulck Apollo. 2 door Excell
Cond. 1st 11500 takes 354 1383
Ask for Brian.
Compact Retrig 1.5 cu. ft. 1 yr.
old. $110 cash or money order

CHI 332 4475
Sub Me Quick is selling their
chairs lor $15 each No calls
please. 143 E. Wooster.
Free 4 mo. F kitten has all snots
8. well trained Call 352 7348
G.E. AM FM stereo & speakers.
12" B * W TV. $35 ea 7" G.M
AM car radio. $55. FM converter
for car radio. »I2. 352 7775
'42 Ford Fairlane For Sale. $450
352 4093

POLLUTION...People Start it, they can Stop it!
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THE OUTPOST'S
GRAND OPENING

SALE

& CELEBRATION
October 9 thru 11

10-8 DAILY

Gnat Savings on Men's shirts by PANHANDLE
SLIM & LEVI
Men's Chambray & Assorted print shirts
specially priced at $4.99
$10 OFF any pair of Men's or
Ladies Boots in stock

Le Country Transport from Lancome...
just $13.50 with any Lancome purchase of $7.50
A fresh new addition that you'll want to take everywhere-cross country or just across
town. Black nylon with web trim, the bag features an inside pocket. Pocket and bag
both snap shut. Adjustable strap to carry in hand or on shoulder. Inside: Progres Creme
de Lancome .45 oz.. Adieu Rides Eye Masque .18 oz.. Maquifinish Loose Powder .25 oz..
Le Crayon Khol .3 oz., Immencils Gentle Lash Thickener .5 oz. For your purchase we suggest: Galatee Cleanser 8.4 oz. $11. Tonique Douceur Freshener 8.4 oz. $9.50. Progres Eye
Creme .5 oz. $12.50. O de Lancome Bath/Shower Gel $7.50. O de Lancome Protective
Face Cream 2 oz. $7.50. (D34)
Write or phone 352-3565 to order.

LASALLE-S

Shop lasalle's Monday, Thursday and Friday 9:45-9, other weekdays 9:45-5:30.
Lasalle's welcomes The American Express® Card

850 W

FREE T—Shirts for the 1st 50 customers
with any $10 purchase
Come In and register for our Grand Opening Prises
1st prize $100 gift certificate
2nd prize $75 gift certificate
3rd prize $50 gift certificate
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Division of General Studies
reorganized into other offices

from page 1

"We have identified with a larger number of good,
qualified students from high school, and they are applying here," he said. "They want our programs."
THE PURPOSE of recruiting "quality students" is to
nourish a better educational environment, he said.

"When students are challenged more, they create a
better working environment. After all, who you go to
school with is just as important as where you go," he
said.
The faculty in turn will respond to a higher quality student body, Marsden said.

Prof remembersJ^^L
The 60-year-old Hungarian eased
back into his chair and smiled. "But
we finally left the camps," he said,
' and we went to Italy."
'- We had to cross the Alps, and I was
always afraid they would catch me
and throw me back to Romania. I had
a map, but I could not get much out of
it. I just knew we had to go south.
"MY WIFE and I spent two days
and two nights crossing the Alps. We
were fortunate we had no buzzard,
because it was already cold. We broke
twigs from the pine trees and laid
them down for a bed.
"We walked for more than half a
day in a stream that was almost
frozen," Vincze said. "We could not
travel on any roads because there
were Italian and Austrian soldiers; if
some did not catch you, the others
would."
The couple reached Italy and they
had no food or money. Vincze said
they begged.
"The Italian people were very
generous. I got the best impression of
them," he said. "Someone gave me
the idea not to say I was a refugee. I
usually told people I was a poor student studying the language and the
people."

VINCZE SAID he usually walked
wherever he went but occasionally got
a ride in the back of a truck. He once
again ended up in a refugee camp.
"I remember there was a chestnut
tree near the camp and some of us
would look around in the grass for
chestnuts the owners dropped while
picking them. The food at the camp
was terrible - once again we usually
had soup," he said.
The professor received a passport
from the Red Cross, but he said most
countries would not accept it. Argentina did. He took a ship to Argentina, a
country he said looked like paradise
after all of his suffering.
"I worked at various places and
tried to contact people in my teaching
specialty (anthropology). But
everyone informed me that Argentina
did not accept teachers who had only
foreign schooling.
"AFTER WORKING at different
jobs for seven years, I became an international telecommunications
operator. I spoke no English;
somehow that seemed so far from
us," he recalled. "I liked that job
because I had contact with the whole
world, but it was not a well-paying
job."
He said he heard in the early 1960s
that the United States had teaching

gram; national student exchange, and absorbed the peneral education porstudy abroad.
tion of the title.
During the year, a task force comThis year, 680 students entered the
After the June 12 Academic Council University as "college undeclared." prised of Arts and Sciences staff
meeting, the University Divison of
openings and that schools did not ask General Studies was dissolved and its These students are classified as members will revise and rejuvenate
questions about where professors componets were moved in to different University Division students. During the general education curriculm,
the course of their freshman year, Casey said.
received their degrees.
offices.
The task force will "not change the
they will be investigating their difVincze wrote about 200 letters to
In 231 Adminstration Bldg. is the ferent academic options within the group requirements, but the courses
American schools.
"I did not even know anything about Center of Educational Options, which University, said Dr. Beth Casey, inside will change. They will have a
the schools. I just went to the library grew out of the reoganization of the director of the center and University new teaching focus and there will be
some new courses that are going to
and started writing names down that University Divison of General coordinator for general education.
concentrate on skills... and a better
sounded good. I thought America Studies. It is a base for University promust be a wonderful place because so grams which include: University
ANOTHER PROGRAM provided by learning experience (for the
many of the schools wrote back - even Seminar; University Honors pro- the center is the freshman transition students)." She said.
though most of them were letters of gram; advising and counseling of program. This program includes the
THE REDESIGNED general
regret," he said. "But one fish took undeclared students; off-campus and University seminar which introduces studies program "hopefully" will go
the bait"
independent studies programs; and students to the University and pro- into effect for the 1981-82 academic
VINCZE OBTAINED the necessary University wide general studies vides them with "survival skills for year, Casey said.
hanging on," Casey said.
papers and began teaching at a liaison.
The purpose of the reorganization of
military school in Millersburg, Ky., in
The center also features such
At the other end of the hall is the the general studies division, Casey
1964. He learned the English language educational options as: College Level home of the College of Arts and said, "was to better clarify the misby reading and practicing.
Examination program (CLEP); ad- Sciences. When the University Divi- sion of the Center of Educational OpHe transferred to Morehead State vance placement; high school credit sion of General Studies was reorganiz- tions and to enrich the undergraduate
University in Kentucky, and then program; time-flexible degree pro- ed, the College of Arts and Sciences experience."
came to the University in 1968.
Vincze said he has visited his
homeland three times since 1964, but
he has no desire to live there again.
According to police reports, Mrs. Benschoter last saw
The body of a Bowling Green man was found hanging
"The Hungarian people are an op- from a ceiling pipe in Brigham's Greenhouse, 1026 N. her husband when he left their trailer home about 8:30
p.m. to visit a friend. He had been dead for several hours
pressed people. We are a minority, Main St., early Monday morning.
when he was first discovered by the greenhouse owner.
and I don't like the situation over
Police found the body of Timothy L. Benschoter, 22, of
Dr. Douglas Hess, acting Wood County coroner, tenthere or the way Hungarians are
1048 N. Main St., Lot 113, about an hour after his wife had tatively has ruled the death a suicide. More tests are betreated in Romania," he said.
ing performed.
Vincze's story is similar to that of reported him missing.
many others who have escaped the
MENwAMtNi
JOBS ON SHIPSM American
Iron Curtain. He simply says his life
FAILINGTOMEET
Keep informed.. .Read The News
Foreign. No experience re"somehow was tied up with history."
SCHOOL
quired
Excellent
pay.
by Kathryn Coll
staff reporter

BG man found dead in local greenhouse

EXPECTATIONS?

rft (/neat Scot...

GreatScot

v

Ti/t "peaiune Svtvcce

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

* Ptu*

PRICES GOOD THRU OCTOBER 12.1980

Our new pamphlet can
show you how to organize tor your greater success. 10 day money back
guarantee. Send $3 to
Thistledown Sales, P.O.
Box 971, Pearl River, N.Y.
10965.

Worldwide travel Summer job
or career. Send (300 (or Infor
inalion. SEAFAX, Dept F-6, Box
2049,
Porl
Angeles,
Washington 96362

u

USDA CH00SY CHOICE" BEEF!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

J>

TOTAL SAVINGS!
1616 W00STER ST

STUDENT NIGHT SPECIAL
EVERY THURSDAY!!

WARM UP
JACKETS

S1UDINIS

$1.00

NOW ..Ewes 7:30 & 9:20
GUESS WHO HAS DECIDED TO MAKE ANOTHER
MOVIE?
George Burns in IPGI

OH GOD! BOOK 2

$12.95
Reg. $14.95
Great for fall
jogging or relaxing!
100% Creslan Body
& collar contrast with
nylon zipper & stripe
around cuffs &
waistband. Navy,
powder, scarlet.
FALCON HOUSE, 904
E. Wooster

NOW THROUGH THURSDAY!
CHRISTOPHER REEVE &
JANE SEYMOUR IN
"SOMEWHERE IN
TIME"
AT 7:30 « 930 p.m. (PO)

CLA-ZEL
NOW THRU THURSDAY!
THEY'VE GOT TO OIVE IT
ALL THAT THEY'VE GOT!
"FAME",R,

AT 7:30 * 9:40 p.m.

(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM)
"&0«Ui<l Say/
OAK FARMS-HOMO OR 2°

Sweet "Buy

MILK
c
GAL.

88

LB.
QTRS.

MARGARINE

FRESH-CRISP-HEAD

BLUE
BONNET

LETTUCE

48% 44

c
EA.

GROUND FRESH DAILY

BEEF - CHICKEN - TURKEY

YOGURT - PLAIN

GROUND
BEEF

MORTON
POT PIES

DANN0N

8

oz.
ANY SIZE PACKAGE

WHAT CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE WELL'

c

33 "ife .i 38 &

OPEN DAILY—8 a.m.-1 a.m.

FRUIT FLIV0RS

N

44e ^^^

IOA^ TOVM

Pick up a copy of our flyer in our store.

Proplr. Pampklrli mud Pro/rmmi to Promoir
Hrnllkirr LifrUyln on a prnonal or group raiu.

WHO CAN GO TO "THE WELL?"
"T»» Wrll" i$ for you. tkr Hmdrnli and i< run m\
Iroinrd I nirrnily Prrr Hrailh Union and MMHM
WHERE IS THE WELL?
"Tkr Wrll" ii lormlrd in Koom Mil on ikr irton.t flmtr
•/ Ikr I'nirrnily Hrallk Srrricn Hui/./m*

Drop in and Browse or Gall: .472-OMJ
FREE!
Hour* 1-5 M-F
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Elsewhere.
Some bishops want a new church approach

Birth control issue divides synod
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Roman
Catholic bishops discussing family
issues here are sharply divided over
the need for a reappraisal of the church's stand on birth control, posing a
potential dilemma for Pope John Paul

n.

Some cardinals and bishops from
Western and Third World countries
have asked Pope John Paul's first
synod to examine the problem of the
Catholics who do not accept the
church ban on contraception.
In most cases, the bishops made it
clear that they are not pressing for
any specific change in the church doctrine and that they accept Pope Paul
VI's 1968 encyclical "Humanae
Vitae" which reiterated the church's
opposition to all forms of birth control
except the rhythm method of sexual
abstinence.
AP photo
Elija Calvin not only locks up his car when he parks it near where he works In Chicago, but also chains it
to a lamp post with a heavy padlock. The self-employed carpenter also chains the doors, and says he's had
the car 15 years, taking precautions "to prevent people Irom stealing it."

BUT THEY are pressing for greater
"pastoral concern" and a more sympathetic approach by the Church to
couples using banned birth control
methods. As one Vatican analyst put

it, the bishops want the Church to con- don't signify anything. The encyclical
sider the use of contraceptives as "a is closed."
minor, pardonable offense and not a
major crime."
The sharp division poses a difficult
Archbishop John R. Quinn, calling choice for the Polish-born pontiff who
for "a completely honest examina- has criticized contraception, but has
tion" of the issue, cited studies show- not addressed himself to the need for
ing 76.5 percent of American Catholic finding pastoral guidelines for dealing
women are using birth control and with Catholics who ignore the church
that 29 percent of American Catholic ban, said a Vatican-based prelate who
priests believe contraception is im- asked that his name not be used.
moral.
The prelates favoring a reappraisal,
described by Pakistani Cardinal
Joseph Cordeiro as being a minority
in the more than 200 bishops, have run
into a strong opposition led by conservative Italian cardinals in the Curia,
or the Vatican's central administration.

"It's going to be a hard one for the
pope because Quinn and his supporters are taking a cue from Pope
Paul himself who had spoken of the
need to review his encyclical at a later
time, and that was 12 years ago," the
prelate said.

AFTER QUINN spoke, Italian Cardinal Pericle Felici, prefect of the
Vatican's Supreme Tribunal, told the
bishops: "There is no need of
rediscussing it, no need to pay attention to statistics because statistics

"THEY ARE asking for a review
because the doctrine has not taken
hold," he said. "The encyclical is
authoritative but it's not one of those
infallible doctrines and theoretically
it could even be changed."

Day in review.
Large crowds gathered in the streets of Paris hours before an afternoon
Street fighting continued Tuesday in Khorramshahr, the key Iranian port city. Associated Press reporter Jeffrey Ulbrich reported from the city that Iraqi march and a two-hour strike to express outrage over the bombing that killed
forces occupied the port section and small arms fire could be heard to the north. four people outside a synagogue Friday and other attacks on Jewish institutions
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq and Iran yesterday intensified air attacks on each He said Iraqi artillery to the west and northwest was being aimed toward
Russian man finishes trek across USSR
other's oil centers - the Iranian port of Abadan and the Iraqi city of Kirkut. The Abadan, nine miles to the south.
United States and Britain reportedly warned Jordan that military aid to Iraq
MOSCOW - Toting a 55-pound rucksack and letting his beard grow to ward off
could invite Iran to retaliate and widen the war between the Persian Gulf Anti-Jewish attacks reported in France
mosquitoes and the cold, a 37-year-old Russian has completed a 14-month walk
neighbors.
PARIS - New attacks against Jews were reported in France yesterday as across the entire expanse of the Soviet Union - 8,000 miles.
In a break in Arab ranks, Syria accused the president of Iraq of being an thousands of people in Paris massed to protest a resurgence of anti-Semitism.
Yuri Shumitsky, a radio journalist from Vladivostok, wore out 13 pairs of
Police reported a Molotov cocktail was thrown at a Jewish-owned grocery shoes, lost 29 pounds in body weight and consumed 50 packets of tea on the walk
"imperialist agent" who launched the war at the behest of the United States to
divert attention from the Arab struggle against Israel. Although both Iraq and store in Grenoble, northern France, and there were incidents 9f vandalism to from his home in the Soviet Far East all the way to Kaliningrad on the Baltic
Jewish homes or stores in several smaller cities. No injuries were reported.
Iran are Moslem nations, Iraq is Arab and Iran is non-Arab Persian.
Sea. He arrived Monday.

Mideast war intensifies; Jordan warned

FALCON
FRENZY

Back by Popular Demand

Bring a date to Dinner on Sat., Oct 18
from 7:00 - 8:45 pm in the Side Door
$5.00/person includes:
Menu
Chicken breast supreme w/clear supreme sauce
served over spiced rice
OR Baked Ham with Pineapple Ring
and
Julienne carrots Buttered peas
Buttered Roll
Salad w/choice of dressing
Coffee, tea or milk
Coconut Cream Pie or Boston Cream Pie

MOTOWN
at

Local Entertainment Featured

Reservations are recommended
Homecoming Hotline 2-2638

THIS WEEKEND,
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOME
ON GREYHOUND.

Wednesday Nite

October 8 th

2 for I every Wednesday
f\ve*

With convenient, economical
Friday departures and Sunday returns.
Weekends this school year can be the best iravel time ever with
going-home bargains from Greyhound. And, as always, whenever you
go Greyhound, you get the comfort, convenience, and reliability we're
famous for.
Just check the schedules below for the Greyhound routes going
your way. Most schedules stop at convenient suburban locations. Call
your local Greyhound representative for information.and you're as
good as home.

Friday
Lv Bowling Green
Ar Cleveland Ohio

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Sunday
345 PM Lv Cleveland Ohio
7 00 PM Ar Bowling Green

500 PM
810 PM

9PM-2AM

* **"

Stevie Wonder, The Temptations,
Four Tops, Wilson Pickett, The Spinners,
Al Wilson, Martha Reeves,
e
The Supremes, Diana Ross
o&
v«o«^
{%

****
Schedules operate every weekend wilh the exceplion of holidays, exam week,
and semester break Prices and schedules subiect lo change Some service
requires reservations

GO GREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.

NO COVER!!
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Sports.
Luzinski's home run
downs Houston, 3-1

Ryan, Kaczor, Eaton: BG sure bet

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Greg
Luzinski, battling a near-season-long
slump, hammered a two-run homer
that carried the Philadelphia Phillies
to a 3-1 victory over Houston in Tuesday night's opening game of the 1980
National League Championship
series.
Luzinski's sixth-inning shot off Ken
Forsch erased a 1-0 Astro lead and set
off fireworks over Veterans' Stadium
as a playoff crowd of 65,277 howled.
The second game in the best-of-five
series will be played Wednesday night
in Philadelphia.
Forsch had been locked in a tight
duel with Steve Carlton, ace of the
Phillies' staff, but after Luzinski's
homer gave Philadelphia the lead, it

by Christopher Sherk
staff reporter

There are very few "sure bets"
these days in sports. The World
Champion Pittsburgh Steelers are no
more a sure thing to beat the lowly
Cincinnati Bengals in professional
football than Muhammad Ali is to
regain another professional
heavyweight boxing title.
But when it comes to predicting
who will finish in the top three spots
in a Bowling Green women's cross
country race this fall, the names
Eaton, Kaczor and Ryan are certain
to appear.
In the three Falcon dual meets
thus far, sophomores Stephanie
Eaton and Kathy Kaczor and
graduate student Betsy Ryan have
not only led the BG harriers but also
have placed on or near the top,
overall.
For BG coach Sid Sink, it's a situation he's been blessed with for the second year in a row.
"Last year we had Becky Dodson
(a national qualifier in 1979) with
Steph and Kathy," Sink said. "This
year Betsy has stepped in. So we're
pretty fortunate for the second year
in a row."
At the start of this season, it wasn't
known just how much Ryan, the
Falcon's No.l runner in 1978, would
benefit Sink's harriers, after sitting
out the 1979 season because of a
pregnancy.
But her return to the top has been a
quick one, and Ryan admits that her
progress has surprised herself and
some others too.
"I set some goals early in the
season which I've surpassed
already," Ryan said. "I had hoped to
be in the top five, but I thought it
would take longer to get in shape.

Gates, Todd honored
staff photo by Scott Keeler
BG's top three harriers this fall (left to right) Betsy Ryan, Stephanie Eaton and Kathy Kaczor
In last Saturday's double dual meet against Ohio State and Kent State. Ryan finished first for
the Falcons, while Ktczor and Eaton were close behind.

"This season is a special one to
me. My main goal is to have fun and
really enjoy running, and I am. This
has been one of my best seasons as
far as having fun."
Betsy's return has made quite an
impression on Kaczor and Eaton.
Both said that they now look up to
Ryan because of her comeback.
"It's unbelievable how well she's
done," Kaczor said. "She went
through college in three years and
has a kid. To me, she's sort of a
higher person."
"I admire her so much that I even
wrote an essay on her," Eaton added. "She has so much to handle, but

she just goes out there and does it."
All three runners said they found
benefits in running together, both
during practices and meets.
"In races we try to stick
together," Ryan said. "It helps to
have a teammate beside you as long
as possible. You're less likely to talk
yourself out of it. Vou run harder and
it pulls you along."
Kaczor and Eaton added that by
running together, the threesome has
a chance to talk during a race.
"In the meet last Saturday," Kaczor said, "Steph told me to relax my
arms. I have a bad habit of running
with my arms too high."

Eaton said, "Betsy helps me out a
lot during a race. She keeps me going in the middle of a race, where I
might lack the confidence to go on."
As one may expect when three runners of this calibre get together,
rivalries develop, and according to
Sink, it is his job to make sure his
harriers keep their objectives clear.
"There's nothing really the matter
with it as long as they worry about
beating the other teams rather than
beating each other. It's good competition if they use it that way."
The way these three have been
running, that sounds like a "sure
bet."

Bowling Green defensive tackle
Todd Gates and Central Michigan
fullback Willie Todd have been named
the Mid-American Conference's
players of the week for their performances Saturday.
Gates, a 6-5, 246-pound senior from
Columbus, made 15 tackles, 12 of them
solos, and three tackles for losses in
BG's 17-14 victory over Western

Michigan. In addition, Gates caused
one fumble.
Todd was instrumental in keeping
the 23-game Central unbeaten streak
alive. The 6-0, 220-pound junior, from
Mt. Morris, Mich., gained 158 yards in
26 carries and scored the winning
touchdown on a one-yard plunge with
1:36 left in CMU's 14-10 win over
Toledo.

Club clips
Bowling Green's rugby team suffered two setbacks to Miami Saturday, 6-3 and 10-7.
The Falcons held on to a 3-0 lead
through 75 of the 80 minute game on
a Mike Harrington penalty kick.
Miami's Eric Mather tied the score
with a penalty kick with five minutes
left in the game. Mather scored
another penalty kick in the final
minute for the win.
The Redskins jumped out to a 10-0
lead in the second match. Steve

Funk scored a try for BG, and Barry
Plunkett's penalty kick cut the
margin to 10-7.
The Falcons, 5-3, travel to Wright
State Saturday.
The women's rugby club played two
games Saturday in Cleveland, beating
the Cleveland Classics 10-3, with BG
scoring by Mary Ward and Risa Buck.
In the second contest, Kent State
defeated BG 12-0. The BG women
travel to Detroit, Saturday.

IT'S HAPPENING AT
Longbratvch Saloon

HOMECOMING IS:
•FLOATS
-PARTIES
•BANNERS -FRIENDS
•BGSU MARCHING BAND
•FIRESTONE SKY DIVERS

t

FALCON FRENZY!

MONDAY

6-10 pm-Cowgirl Round-up
2 for 1
Draft Beer

TUESDAY

6-10 pm - Stampede Specials
2 for 1
All Cans & Bottle's

WEDNESDAY

All Night - Greek Rodeo Night
Pitchers - Pitchers - Pitchers

THURSDAY

Cowboy Count Down
Get here Early and Count Down
for Savings

Gary Lewis and the
Playboys playing tonight
and tomorrow night

HOMECOMING TICKETS FOR THE OCT. 18lh GAME
AGAINST KENT ARE AVAIIABIE NOW. DON'T WAIT
UNTIl GAME DAY TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR YOU
AND YOUR DATE. IINES AT All TICKET BOOTHS
ON GAME DAY Will BE LONG! AVOID ANY DELAYS
BY GETTING TICKETSIfiDAl THE MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE IS OPENDAILY FROM 9A.M.-SP.M.

* GAME ROOM on SECOND FLOOR »

BE THERE FOR
FALCON FRENZY!

BUCKET CLUB COMING
"Exclusive Club"
'Clip & Save1

& Save"

ALL-SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES

BGSU vs. VAXJO (Sweden)
OCT. 14th 7:30 p.m.
BGSU ICE ARENA

Hockey

OPPONENT
Michigan
Miami
Noire Dam*
Boston Collaga
New Hampshire
Western Michigan
Western Ontario
Lake Suparlor
Fan-la Stata
Ohio Stata
Miami
Northern Michigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 13 A 14
Oct. 16 a 17
Oct. 20 & 30
Nov. 3 &4
Nov. 10 All
Nov. 17 A 18
Dec. 8&9
Jan. 5 a 6
Jan. 19 « 20
Fab. 9 A 10
Fab. 18 a 19
Fab. 23 * 24

PLAYING DATE(S)
Oct. 17
Oct. 22
Nov. 4
Nov. 7 & 8
Nov. 14 a 15
Nov. 21 ft 22
Dec. 13
Jan. 9 A 10
Jan. 23 a 24
Fab. 13 a 14
Fob. 24
Fab. 27 a 28

Basketball
Finally
Cornell
Capital
Wooster
Mississippi
Western Michigan
Cantral Michigan
Northern Illinois
Toledo
Call Stata
Ohio University
Eastern Michigan
Kant State

ALL SEATS CEMERA1. AOMISSJON
ABUTS
$3.00
SIUDOTS.
SIX
(Mi SPORTS PASS NOT VALD FOR THIS CAME)
TICKETS AVAIAMf AT THE BGSU MEMORIAL HAIL
TEKETOFFKE OPEN IMLY 9-5

.

ip & Save.

Nov. 24 & 25
Dec. 2*3
Doc. 24 3
Dec 10 a 11
Dec. 10* 11
Jan. 5*6
Jan. 12 & 13
Jan. 15*16
Jan. 22 * 23
Jan. 29 A 30
Fab. 5*6
Fab. 16 117
Fab. 23 * 24

Dae.
Dae.
Dae.
Dae.
Dae.
Jan.
Jen.
Jan.
Jin.
Fab.
Fab.
Fab.
Feb.

APPEARING AT THE

i/Just east of Fostoria on
state Route 18

Cuckoo's Nest October 10,11, & 12

Latest in music from 9:00 pm
with John or Rick as your DJ

HOCKEY EXHIBITION!

BE THERE!

fell to relief ace Tug McGraw to nail
down the victory.
Carlton struggled through the
Astros' seventh, allowing two hits. A
neat pickoff throw by catcher Bob
Boone short-circuited the Houston rally and then, in the bottom of the
seventh, Phillies Manager Dallas
Green lifted his top starter for a pinchhitter.
It was a bold move that paid off
when Greg Gross stroked an RBI
single to left, giving Philadelphia a 3-1
lead.
The rest was up to McGraw, and the
veteran left-hander preserved the victory, retiring the last three Houston
batters in order after walking leadoff
man Luis Pujols.

1
8
9
16
17
10
17
21
28
4
11
21
28

-Clip & Save.

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER
at
PAGLIAI'S
EAST

.. .$2.00
From 5-9 at PAGLIAI'S EAST,
get 1 cheese shell,
1 meat shell, and 1
square of lasagna,
smothered in our MEA T
AUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.00

Bars
'440 E. Court 352-1596
Mon-Wed 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3 am
Sun 4 pm-Midnight

